A Modernized
Customer Experience
Building for the future.
The print operation at Lexington Medical Center,
a large hospital in South Carolina, now offers its
customers an easy-to-use web portal and in-house
wide-format production. By consolidating work,
it has also streamlined costs and management.
Throughout the tumult of 2020, the print center
was able to keep serving customers.

A RICOH Graphic Communications Case Study

A leading U.S. hospital, Lexington Medical Center
is a nonprofit healthcare hub in South Carolina.
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Looking to Move Work In-House
and Improve Customer Service
The hospital had been outsourcing much of its print work. In particular,
the print center was sending out color and wide-format jobs, which had been
seeing increased demand (in keeping with a broad industry trend). Customers
used email to submit orders and the print center processed them using a popular
e-commerce platform.
The 2,500 square foot print hub, run collaboratively by the marketing and print
departments, had just ended a contract with a large provider of managed services.
Now it was looking for a way to lower costs, improve customer service and build
out a new storefront better suited to its needs.

A Full-Service Marketing and Print Facility
Ricoh led Lexington Medical Center’s print operations through a full
renovation. The makeover included workflow design and automation,
a new customer portal and a redesign of the floor space.
Whereas the bulk of its work used to consist of forms, the print center is now busy
serving customers with color and wide-format orders, which no longer need to be
outsourced. The center’s color production includes brochures, books and catalogs.
Ordering is easier and delivery times are one to two days faster. Inventory
is streamlined, reducing waste and storage needs.
As a result, the print operation has grown substantially. By consolidating work
in-house and eliminating the need for outsourcing, Lexington Medical Center
significantly reduced costs and increased ROI. In 2020, amid widespread economic
shutdown, the center was not only able to continue serving customers, but also
grossed high revenues.

A Different Kind of Partner
Lexington Medical Center evaluated several potential partners.
Why did they select Ricoh?
After conducting an initial assessment, Ricoh proposed a fully mapped solution
that went beyond a new storefront and equipment. Ricoh’s vision was holistic,
including solutions and services. While another company gave a lower estimate
for the project, Lexington Medical Center recognized that Ricoh’s approach took
into account its long-term success.
Here’s how Clay Eller, National Solutions Development Manager at Ricoh, tells it:
“We demonstrated a strong and well-versed team to tackle their issues.
Our approach brought them new ideas for more efficient ways of
doing things that competing providers hadn’t thought of.
Our portfolio is also large enough to meet their needs. In the end, they saw
us as a strong partner for then and into the future. They felt they could rely
on us with such a critical project, which they had never undertaken before.“

A State-of-the-art Storefront
Designed by the Ricoh Team, the web portal offers ease-of-use and
new choices, including signage and digitized forms. Lexington Medical Center’s all-new
storefront serves all the hospital’s departments, from administrators to researchers and doctors.

Modern Experience

Personalized Options

More Control

Customers are treated to a modern,
customized experience that helps
them be more efficient.

Each subsequent time they log
on, the portal displays increasingly
personalized and relevant options.

Customers can also easily look up
their order history to reorder items
and soft-proof their jobs, giving
them more control of branding.

Digitized Forms
It’s now simple to send information to print from a laptop.
Another big improvement: the web portal contains all the forms used throughout
the organization.
Eller says, “We sat down with the Workflow Automation team to take a look at
their templates for various assets. We helped them whittle down the number of
templates and digitized them.”
The process automatically recognizes file types to output them accurately.
“If they print a Microsoft PowerPoint file, it will become a perfect PDF.
Everything that goes in will come out, word for word, dot for dot.”

Simplified Management
and Lower Overhead
The new web portal is not just for processing orders. It’s also a platform
for the back-and-forth approval process and for general communication among
the print team and between the print hub and its clients. On the back-end,
administrators can easily track jobs, revenue and shipping.
Having proved itself to be a major boost to the team’s productivity and
communication, the MDSF (EFI MarketDirect StoreFront) Job Dashboard
is now centrally displayed on a large screen in the print center.

What products or services
did Ricoh implement?
• Workflow Assessment
• RICOH Pro 8100
• RICOH Pro C7100s
• RICOH Pro C9100
• RICOH Pro C5100
• EFI Pro 16h
• Duplo DC-646 with integrated folder system
• Shrink wrapper and other finishing devices
• EFI Market Direct StoreFront with
Ricoh Workflow Automation Implementation

Wide Format and Finishing: Now In-House
Today, “wide-format alone is its own mini print center,” according to Eller.
Whereas it used to send wide-format orders to outside vendors, now the center serves
the hospital with roll and rigid products, including directional signage, COVID-19-specific
instructions, floor and window graphics, as well as general branding and décor.
New doctors are welcomed with posters featuring their photos and backgrounds.
Lexington Medical Center has also increased its offline finishing capabilities, allowing it to
pivot to respond to rising demand for new products. Turnaround times are shorter and a
wider range of products are available — leading to more satisfied customers and a better
bottom line.

Faster turnarounds

Satisfied customers

Range of products
in-house

Better bottom line

A Revamped Floorplan
Befitting a modern world-class facility, the streamlined layout
optimizes space and supports the team’s workflows. Ricoh was
originally asked to help with revitalizing the center from a marketing
perspective. But, upon conducting an assessment of the print center to
truly understand its needs, the Ricoh team identified further openings
to make operations more efficient and prepared for long-term success.
As part of this, Ricoh worked with Lexington Medical Center to redesign
the floor plan. The redesign included the installation of several Ricoh
presses, selected for their respective capabilities to maximize production.

The Process
Scheduled for 90 days, the project began with an assessment.
Ricoh thoroughly inspected the production environment, looking for areas
where efficiency could be improved. The assessment allowed the Ricoh team
to provide details on ROI, including savings of time and costs, and gave them
a deep understanding of Lexington Medical Center print operation’s strengths,
weaknesses and needs.

The team evaluated:
Production & finishing workflows
Estimating
Billing & invoicing
Job intake & processing

Inventory management
Color management
Shipping & mailing
Reporting

The assessment concluded with a report of findings and recommendations
that served as an in-depth map of the print shop’s processes and tools.
It also functions as a technology roadmap that can be used for strategic and
long-term planning.
Hand-off of the project included detailed documentation and personal training
on administering the storefront, including security, pricing and more. Following
implementation, Ricoh reviews the print center’s reporting on a quarterly basis and
keeps it current on new developments.

“The LexMed portal
has made the
job of submitting
print requests
dramatically easier.”
– LMC Print User

Eller says, “Whenever new features come out that
could help with workflow efficiency, we keep them
in the loop. Lexington Medical Center can depend on
us to keep the technology and workflow practices
modern, so the internal team doesn’t have to worry
about doing market research to stay relevant.”

The Ricoh Relationship: A True Alliance
Ricoh is “always their first call,” according to Eller. During the COVID-19 shutdown,
Ricoh was instrumental in procuring supplies to make sure the crucial healthcare
hub’s print center stayed operational. In the wake of the pandemic, the team also
helped the center create a disaster recovery program.

A Full Transformation
Debbie Pavletich, Director of Ricoh’s Business Consulting Practice, says that internal
customers now have more trust in the print center. “They expect faster turnaround
times and better-quality products. As a result, they no longer look to outsource jobs.”
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